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The Getulio Vargas Foundation (FGV) recently reported that the consumer price index rose 22.63%
in October, bringing the accumulated rate for the year to 259.52%. FGV analysts predicted a 30%
rate for November, based in part on a forecasted 30% Taixa de Referencia (reference rate-TR) for
the same month. The TR is the average interest rate on 30-day certificates of deposit paid by the
nation's 20 largest banks. On Nov. 3, Central Bank governor Francisco Gross insisted that the TR
is not an index, and does translate to 30% consumer price inflation for the month. The government
eliminated automatic price adjustments based on the consumer price index in February. Since then,
many manufacturers and wholesale and retail firms have raised prices in correspondence with the
TR. In addition, the federal government has implemented a series of price hikes for fuel and postal,
electricity and telecommunications services in excess of the consumer price inflation rate over the
same period. According to labor unions and employer associations alike, in the first 10 months of the
year, Brazilians' real wages dropped by over 80%. (Basic data from AFP, 11/03/91)
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